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Dear Reader,
I am particularly pleased to be able to
present you this year’s special CeBIT
edition of “Im Trend”, which will show
you just how fast the payback on
security is with regard to ATMs. You
will discover how your company and
customers can be protected and what
KEBA can do to help. Information is
available about the manner in which
KEBA minimises the fraud risk even
during the product development
phase, as well as the advantages of
KePlus ATMs with cash cycle technology and the ABS safety package.
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May I close by wishing you pleasurable reading and a successful and
interesting CeBIT.
Yours sincerely,

Franz Berger MBA
KEBA Banking and Services
Automation Business Unit Manager
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At this year’s CeBIT, KEBA will
demonstrate just how quickly ATM
security can pay off.

Visit us in Hanover
from 4.-9. March 2008
in Hall 17, Booth D28
Visit the award-winning
KePlus ATMs in iF pavilion
at the exhibition grounds.

Cost-efficiency now with ABS as a standard feature
Banks and savings banks are truly on
the safe side with the security standard
provided by KePlus ATMs. They offer
their customers additional safeguards
with the result that they can benefit from:
• High levels of customer trust and
satisfaction
• Excellent customer acceptance
• Maximum customer loyalty
• An innovative image
• Maximum equipment availability
• Increased competitiveness
and thus increased overall costefficiency and sustainability.

These advantages derive from the
numerous security features, which will
represent some of the KEBA highlights
to be exhibited at this year’s CeBIT.
Indeed, not just there, but also in “real
life”, the patented KEBA safeguard
against the Lebanese loop and the
CPK+ anti-skimming module offer the
greatest possible protection for the
KePlus cash recyclers. At the KEBA
booth, information will also be available
regarding the function of new processes such as the finger vein scan and
the ink-dye system, which again prove
the company’s innovative leadership.
So come along and find out how
KePlus with ABS (Automatic Banknote
Security) as a standard feature can
ensure a safe self-service future.

Safety
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KePlus – for security reasons the
most cost-efficient cash recycler!
Wherever money is involved, the topic of security plays an especially significant role. Within society,
banks and savings banks assume the role of sellers, which primarily offer their customers cash, but
also provide financial services. Unfortunately, this business also brings with it the danger of ATM
manipulation or other types of fraud aimed at obtaining money.

„ATM security is of central importance to
banks and savings banks. Therefore
banks are continually investing in safety
systems for their terminals and customer
areas such as self-service zones.“

Andreas Goralcyzk, head of Banking Technology and Payment
Transactions at the Association of German Banks

Thus the safeguarding of valuables and
user protection plays an especially
significant role, not least due to the fact
that in cases of ATM manipulation, the
bank is liable for any related damage. In
order to answer these challenges, as an
equipment manufacturer, KEBA supports its customers in the fulfilment of
all security requirements.

KePlus R6 Cash Recycler
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The security – cost-efficiency chain
Cases of ATM fraud not only have a
negative effect on the image of banks,
but also their cost-efficiency. This is
because damage to the bank’s image
caused by the revelation of manipulations or attacks results in a reduction in
customer acceptance. In turn, a loss of
trust, satisfaction and acceptance on
the part of customers with regard to
ATMs means that the machines will be
used less frequently. Lower utilisation is
the consequence, which leads to a
reduction in transaction revenues and

hence a loss of ATM cost-efficiency.
Moreover, cost-efficiency is also lost due
to a reduction in availability should an
ATM have been opened by force in the
course of an attempted theft and be
subsequently out of action.
However, first and foremost, increased
ATM security means that damage is prevented, values are available and a high
level of cost-efficiency is guaranteed for
the bank. In addition, the reduction in
vandalism derived from intensified security measures also contributes to greater
ATM cost-efficiency (see illustration).
Safe and cost-efficient
Accordingly, protected devices also display excellence in the sense that they
offer high availability levels and cost-efficiency and there is no conflict between
the latter and security. Furthermore, as
a significant correlation between cash
handling and trust exists, if a bank
wishes to act in a cost-efficient manner,
it must not only use its resources to
optimum effect, but also reduce costs
and uncertainty and thus offer customers and ATM users maximum security.
Dealing with the diversity of security
topics already pays off for banks
through the avoidance of the costs that
would otherwise derive from manipulation and fraud (how investments in
safety can pay is shown in the information box on the next page). For although
there has been a drop in thefts, the
breaking open of terminals and ram

The most cost-efficient ATM
can be seen from 4.-9. March 2008
in Hall 17, Booth D28 and in
iF pavilion at exhibition grounds.
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Cost-efficiency
KePlus – for security
reasons the most costefficient cash recycler!

raids, in which vehicles crash through
the doors or windows of a bank
(612 cases in Europe in the first half of
2007, as opposed to 891 cases in the
same period of 2006)1, thieves are increasingly switching to methods, which
they hope will remain undiscovered,
such as skimming2, trapping3 and card
fraud (transaction reversal fraud). In the
first half of 2007, damages amounting
to over EUR 120 million4 accrued from

A small piece of information with a great impact.
A well-frequented ATM handles some 500 transactions between
Friday and Sunday. If just one such machine is subject to manipulation, e.g.
through skimming, the bank has to accept process costs of € 25,000 and these
expenses only relate to the cost of freezing cards to an amount of around € 50.
Additional damages derived from the illegal withdrawal of money or bank image
losses, which are impossible to quantify, are not even included in this calculation.

1) European ATM Crime Report 2007 (period:
January to June 2007), European ATM Security
Team (EAST)
2) „Skimming” is the manipulation of ATMs
using devices, which read the content of a card
when it is fed into a machine.
3) During „trapping”, cash cards are trapped in an
ATM and then are frequently removed by
the defrauder.
4) European ATM Crime Report 2007, EAST
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this type of crime. Andreas Goralczyk,
“Banks are well aware of the problems
relating to card misuse and therefore the
safety levels of ATMs and self-service
terminals are constantly being raised.”
KEBA – innovations for security
and cost-efficiency
In order to offer banks using its ATMs
not only the most economic, but also
the safest systems currently on the market, KEBA already allocates priority to
security issues during innovation development. Monetary transactions are a
sensitive issue, which KEBA addresses
from a variety of viewpoints. The success of KEBA products not only manifests itself during installation, but above
all, through subsequent acceptance by
the end user. Consequently, risk minimisation is taken into account during product development and design. Components such as the banknote validator
are selected on the basis of the increased security that they offer, while inhouse innovations are initiated with the
aim of meeting the demand for tighter
security. Moreover, KEBA keeps its eyes
open for new technologies, in order to
be able to offer customers enhanced
security.

KePlus X6 Cash Recycler
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Skimming – unfortunately the number
one type of ATM manipulation
Over 91 % of all attacks on ATMs can be traced to skimming.5 Small wonder therefore that skimming
is currently the topic that is literally at the top of everyone’s agenda. Skimming always involves
espionage with regard to customer data, either in the form of reading the information on the banking
card’s magnetic strip, or obtaining the PIN. Andreas Goralczyk, “In order to access an account, the
defrauder must obtain both items of information.” The theft of the card data occurs entirely unnoticed during the collection of money from terminals and is therefore a type of fraud greatly favoured
by criminals, who mostly operate in gangs and organised groups throughout Europe (so-called
cross-border fraud).6

Attacks on ATMs 2007 (half year)

167
Skimming device

2317

53

Fake extra cover

Fake EPP
Skimming

Trapping

other Fraud
Source: EAST
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KePlus – efficient measures against popular forms of attack

5)
6)
7)

European ATM Crime Report 2007, EAST
„Angriff der Kartenkloner“, c’t 25/2007
„Betrug mit EC-Karten nimmt drastisch zu“,
Süddeutsche Zeitung, 07.01.2008
8) „Es wird immer schlimmer!“, Hamburger
Morgenpost, 04.01.2008
9) „Angriff der Kartenkloner“, c’t 25/2007
10) European ATM Crime Report 2007, EAST
11) „Angriff der Kartenkloner“, c’t 25/2007

KePlus anti-skimming card throat
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Security solutions

KePlus EPP view protection

Banknote validator third generation

KePlus 3-zones discretion concept
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Security solutions
KePlus – efficient measures against popular forms of attack

The safest ATM can be
seen from 4.-9. March 2008
in Hall 17, Booth D28

KEBA stands for security
KEBAs serial and optional solutions furnish an extensive
security package as a counter to standard manipulations. You can see these measures and learn about the
effects of security on the cost-efficiency of ATMs live at
the CeBIT 2008!
Standard
• Encrypting PIN Pad (EPP) with visual protection
• The UL291 safe with electronic lock and EMA
preparation
• Hybrid card reader with EMV capacity and protection against the Lebanese loop
• Anti-skimming throat
• 3-zones design concept for tangible security
• Third generation HOTS banknote validator
• Banknote checks and fitness tests during both
pay-ins and –outs
• Earphones for the support of the blind
Optional
• CEN L or CEN IV security class safe with
differing locks
• Electronic CPK+ anti-skimming solution
• Portrait and hand-to-money camera (b/w, colour)
• Display with optical protection filter
• Braille pictograms
S_10
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Biometric identification for safe cash handling

New technologies for enhanced security
KEBA invests continually in the further development of existing
technologies, in order to further raise the security levels available
to banks and their customers and thus more than fulfils its role
as the innovation leader through the research and development
of advanced technologies.

In recent years, biometric processes
have experienced an enormous upswing as a supplement to or replacement for standard methods of personal
identification. This process has also
gained entry to the banking sector with
regard to the authentication of identity
during cash withdrawals. As the innovation leader, KEBA already presented
the finger vein scanner for safe cash
withdrawals at the CeBIT 2006. In
Japan, which is the pioneering nation
with regard to technological trends,
75% of people questioned at the country’s four largest banks see finger vein
systems as the way ahead. Due to
the system’s rapid recognition speed,

registration by means of a finger vein
scan only takes a matter of seconds
and results in a limited quantity of data.
Moreover, contactless authentication is
possible as the finger vein scanner traces the pattern of the veins and recognition is possible irrespective of ageing
or whether or not the fingers are dirty.
This also excludes data copying and
provides extremely high levels of reliability and availability. The advantages of
this technology enable high levels of
user acceptance and all in all, the finger
vein scan represents a visionary product
feature for the security of your customers!

Visit us at the CeBIT and in addition
we will also present you with a possible approach to the making of unlimited deposits in self-service zones
in line with the money laundering statutes.

New technologies can be
seen from 4.-9. March 2008
in Hall 17, Booth D28
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The money just
keeps coming back .

KePlus ATMs with cash cycle
technology represent
an investment that pays.
Minimum cash handling costs in tandem with maximum
availability and customer acceptance. This is what
KePlus teminals offer for depositing and dispensing in
a closed cash cycle, which offers the greatest costefficiency of all the available self-service solutions on
the market.
Information about KePlus: www.keba.com
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